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1.0 Introduction
The Acceleration Characterization and Analysis Project (ACAP) at the NASA Marshall
Space Flight Center (MSFC) was established at MSFC by the Microgravity Science and
Applications Division (MSAD) of the NASA Office of Space Science and Applications to assist
microgravity experiment investigators in understanding and utilizing the low level acceleration
environment in experiment carriers. The research program undertaken for NASA Contract
NAS8-38609, Delivery Order Number 29, consisted of three parallel projects which addressed the
main goals of ACAP. These three projects were: 1) assessing the data access and processing
needs of the investigators of low-gravity experiments; 2) analysis, development, and
implementation of acceleration data processing software on MSFC computer systems; and 3)
analysis of the acceleration environment of an Orbiter during specific missions. During the one
year period &this project, work concentrated on the preparation for and implementation of near
real-time SAMS data analysis during the USMP-1 mission. Additional data analysis and
investigator contact involved the USML-1, USML-2, and USMP-2 missions. Details of specific
work performed under this contract are given in the next section. Section 3 discusses areas open
for further work.
2.0 Research Performed
Four tasks were identified by the ACAP Project Scientist as a guideline for this contract.
These specific tasks were Analysis Development, Analysis Research, Analysis Documentation,
and Acceleration Analysis. The research performed under DO 29 consisted of three parallel
projects which addressed these four tasks. These three projects were: 1) assessing the data
access and processing needs of the investigators of low-gravity experiments (Analysis
Development); 2) analysis, development, and implementation of acceleration data processing
soitware on MSFC computer systems (Analysis Research and Analysis Documentation); and 3)
analysis of the acceleration environment of an Orbiter during specific missions (Acceleration
Analysis). Details of the work performed are given in the remainder of this section.
2.1 Experiment Requirements
A variety of experiments are flown in the Orbiter to take advantage of the reduced gravity
environment of low-Earth orbit. While investigators of such experiments obviously understand
and appreciate the benefits of low-gravity, not all PIs are prepared to handle (process and analyze)
a mission's worth of accelerometer data in an attempt to quantify the actual environment during
their experiment runs. In addition to this, the data requirements of individual investigators differ
greatly due to the nature of their experiments.
One of the major efforts by ACAP during 1992 was the development and implementation
of a near real-time SAMS acceleration data processing and analysis system to be used during the
USMP-1 mission by the Lambda Point Experiment (LPE) team. Under the Analysis Development
Task of DO 29, the PI acted as Investigator Coordinator on the ACAP USMP-1 Project Scientist
Team. In this capacity, the PI coordinated hardware, software, and data analysis requests from
the LPE science and engineering teams with the Project Scientist Team; the Software Prototype,
Data Simulation, and Data Structure Team; and the System Development and Implementation
Team, Fig. 1. Interaction with the LPE team involved at least weekly telephone conversations up
to flight time and person-to-person discussions during USMP-1 mission simulations at MSFC.
The LPE team performed numerous tests on their apparatus and identified a potential
vibrational heating problem in the 50-60 Hz frequency range. The third harmonic of the 17 I-Iz
KU band antenna dither frequency and Orbiter structural mode was therefore identified as a
possible problem. The LPE team was also interested in maximum acceleration levels, RMS
values, and the power spectral density, especially during sensitive stages of their experiment.
Various near real-time data presentation approaches were discussed; the final screen layout
showed one second maxima of the acceleration vector magnitude and one minute X, Y, and Z ....
PSDs.
Additional science team / ACAP coordination during DO 29 includes processing of SAMS
USML-1 data for the PAS PI, one of the CGF investigators , and the STDCE PI. The first
Investigator Working Group for USML-2 was held in March 1993 and discussions about possible
processingschemeswere heldwith severalUSML-1 andUSML-2 investigators.With USMP-2
approximatelyoneyearaway,ACAP isnow contactingPIsof USMP-2experimentssothat the
ACAP nearreal-timedataprocessing,analysis,andvisualizationfacilitiescanbeupdatedand
streamlinedto bestmeetthesePIs'needs.
2.2 Software Research, Development, and Implementation
A major goal of ACAP is to provide a facility on-site at MSFC which can be used by PIs
to process and analyze accelerometer data that are of interest. For such a facility to be most
useful to experiment investigators, the so,ware available must be appropriate for their analysis
needs, easy to access and use, and well documented.
Various commercially available data analysis software packages were evaluated to
determine which, if any, were best suited for the MSFC ACAP Computer Facility. The Computer
Facility is being developed using the USMP-1 near real-time hardware configuration. This set-up
provides two .work areas at which a Sun Microsystems SPARCstation II workstation and
Gateway 33 MHz 486 computer are networked together for data access and processing.
Precision Visual's PVWAVE software is available on the SPARCstation and DSP's DADiSP
software is available on the 486 and on the SPARCstation. Both these products are useful for
time and frequency domain analysis of regularly sampled data. Both packages also provide a
variety of data display capabilities which can be supplemented by commercial plotting software
for integration into reports. In addition to these software packages, software developed by the
MSFC Astrionics Laboratory for use in the USMP-1 near real-time data processing system can be
accessed to select and analyze sections ofaccelerometer data.
To ease PI utilization of the ACAP Computer Facility, documentation for all the
commercial software is available. In addition to this documentation, case specific documentation,
learning tutorials, and analysis spreadsheets were developed for PI and in-house usage. These
products take a PI through a typical analysis scheme and provide a quick look reference to
common commands.
4User support documents were also necessary for use at the console during the USMP-I
mission. ACAP POCC Operations, ACAP Malfunction Procedures, and an ACAP Mission
Logbook were developed as guidelines to follow during the USMP-I simulations and mission.
These guidelines are rather general and will be easily updated for use at the Computer Facility and
during future ACAP supported missions.
Software tutorials and ACAP guidelines developed under DO 29 are included in Appendix
A.
2.3 Characterization of the Acceleration Environment
The third major project performed under DO 29 was the analysis of SAMS data from
various missions. Continued delays in obtaining large sections of corrected SAMS data limited
the amount of data analysis that was completed. The main goals of such analysis are to correlate
acceleration events with known sources and, hence, afford the characterization of specific
experiment and operational systems of the Orbiter, mid-deck, cargo bay, and Spacelab module.
The identification of potential acceleration sources is done before, during, and after
missions. Pre-flight identification is based on evaluation of sensitive experiments and perusal of
the mission flight plan. Log books are kept by experiment teams and ACAP during missions to
note acceleration activity. Post-flight identification of acceleration sources is based on experiment
results, investigation of ancillary mission information, and data analysis.
Five specific areas of investigation were undertaken: the 135 Hz signal on IML-1, the 4.7
Hz mode on several missions, RMS activity during USMP-1, and PAS correlation and quasi-
steady investigations on USML-1. A 135 Hz signal recorded by SAMS during IML-1 was
identified by the Teledyne-Brown Engineering (TBE) Accelerometer Analysis Team as the
possible source of instrument/filter saturation problems. The suspect data were recorded by
sensor heads located in the Fluids Experiment System (FES) rack. The PI contacted members of
the FES engineering team and searched the results of previous analysis of Spacelab-3 FES
accelerometer (Bell MESA) data to determine whether the 135 Hz signal was experiment related.
No specific source was identified and resolution of the filter saturation problem was left to the
TBE and SAMS teams.
Various Orbiter and Spacelab structural natural frequencies are known to exist in the 1 Hz
to 10 Hz range. Previous analysis of Orbiter accelerometer data had identified the 4.7 Hz mode
as a Spacelab mode. This excited frequency was also measured on the Gas Bridge Assembly
(SLS-I, MMA instrument, a Spacelab mission) and on the MPESS Carrier (USMP-1).
Evaluation of data from different missions and discussions with PIs and engineers lead to the new
interpretation that the 4.7 I-Iz frequency component is an Orbiter z-axis natural frequency that is
modified by the presence of different carriers (there is a 4.6 to 4.7 Hz variation) and accentuated
by the presence of the Spacelab module.
Work was started late in the contract period to investigate the effects on the Orbiter
acceleration environment caused by use of the Remote Maneuvering System (RMS) on USMP-1.
Numerous grapple and berth tests were run during the mission while the SAMS units were
recording acceleration data. This is the first mission for which RMS activity and accelerations
will be correlated. Initial analysis indicates the excitation of'a 24 Hz component and of 0.5 and 1
Hz components not seen prior to R_MS activity.
The final acceleration environment characterization project started under DO 29 deals
with USML-I data. SAMS data, acceleration measurements taken with the Passive
Accelerometer System (PAS), and thruster, altitude, and attitude data are being combined to
compare the two accelerometer systems, especially in terms of low frequency sensitivity. Analysis
of SAMS data for the periods the PAS was used and for other identified times is being performed
for the PAS PI (J.I.D. Alexander) and a CGF PI (D. Larson).
2.4 Information Dissemination
Dissemination of results is an important part of research. The ACAP Project Scientist is
chartered to schedule and hold regular meetings of'the microgravity users community to discuss
current concerns. During DO 29, the PI took part in the planning of and participated in two
Microgravity Measurement Group Meetings: MGMG 9, April 1992, in Washington, DC, and
MGMG 10, November 1992, in Huntsville, Alabama. Planning ofMGMG 11 for September
1993 is currently underway.
During MGMG 9, an overview paper discussing the results of seven accelerometer
systems flown on STS-40 was planned. The PI coordinated, edited, and submitted two versions
of this eight-author paper. A shorter version was presented at the 31 st AIAA Aerospace Sciences
Meeting in January 1993 by co-author R. DeLombard. A longer version was submitted to
Microgravity Science and Technology and is currently in print. These papers are included in
Appendix B.
The PI was also involved in various other discussions of acceleration data processing and
analysis. Most notable were participation in the ACAP/SAMS Joint Meeting in May 1992, the
April 1992 LPE/ACAP USMP-1 Requirements Review, and numerous meetings with the MSFC
Astrionics Lab System Development and Implementation and LPE Science and Engineering
Personnel to discuss development of the USMP-1 ACAP near real-time data processing system.
3.0 Areas for Future Work
Due to the number of Spacelab missions which flew in 1992 and are scheduled to fly in
1994, 1993 should serve as a time of detailed data analysis and mission planning by ACAP. In
particular, USMP-2, IML-2, and USML-2 experiment teams should be contacted to determine
their need for acceleration data and near real-time data processing and analysis. In addition, the
ACAP near real-time data processing system needs to be maintained and upgraded to fill PI needs
during these missions. The ACAP Computer Facility also needs to be fully implemented and
networked and data resources must be cataloged and made accessible. Continued work is
necessary to characterize as many aspects of the Orbiter environment as possible so that future
experiments can be run in an optimal low-gravity situation.
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A1. DADISP PROCESSING GUIDE
DADiSP PROCESSING GUIDE
M. J. B. Rogers
7 October 1992
A-1
N93-26949
The following is a guide for DADiSP software, intended for use by the Lambda Point
Experiment Team during and after the USMP-1 mission. DADiSP is a Data Analysis and Display
Software developed and marketed by DSP Development Corporation, Cambridge, Massachusetts.
This guide is intended to be used in addition to the DADiSP Worksheet User Manual and
Reference Manual which are supplied by the company with the software. Technical support for
DADiSP is available from DSP at (617) 577-1133.
Access to DADiSP on ACAP EGSE is being provided to the LPE team during USMP-1
for off-line processing of SAMS data.
A-2
TO GET FROM
WORKSHEET)
DOS PROMPT TO DADISP WORKING ENVIRONMENT (A
DISPLAY OR
HIGHLIGHTED OPTION
DOS PROMPT C:X>
C:_AMS>
LIST OF AVAILABLE
LABBOOKS / OPEN
HIGHLIGHTED ON BAR
MENU
LIST OF DATASETS AND
WORKSHEETS /
WORKSHEET
HIGHLIGHTED ON BAR
MENU
ACTION TO TAKE
CD SAMS
DADISP
ENTER TO OPEN
LABBOOK AND TYPE
OR SELECT LABBOOK
OF INTEREST / SEE *
BELOW FOR OTHER
OPTIONS ON BAR
MENU
_S_T
OPENS DADISP SOFTWARE
PACKAGE
OPENS LABBOOK OF
INTEREST
OPENS WORKSHEET OF
INTEREST
ENTER TO OPEN
WORKSHEET,
WORKING
ENVIRONMENT / SEE
** BELOW FOR OTHER
OPTIONS ON BAR
MENU
CHANGES TO SAMS
DIRECTORY
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"BAR MENU OPTIONS UPON ENTERING DADISP
*BAR MENU OPTION
OPEN
CREATE
DIRECTORY
UTILITIES
EXIT
ASSOCIATED ACTION
/ OPTION
OPENS LABBOOK
BASED ON CLICKED
UPON OPTION OR
TYPED SELECTION
CREATES A NEW
LABBOOK
MOVE TO DIFFERENT
DOS DIRECTORY
COPY - COPY
LABBOOK
DELETE -DELETE
LABBOOK
LOAD - LOAD
COMMAND FILE
EXIT TO DOS
POTENTIAL USES
ACCESS LABBOOK OF
INTEREST
CREATE LABBOOK FOR NEW
WORK
ACCESS LABBOOKS SAVED
IN LOCATION OTHER THAN
C:kDSP
DO WORK WITH DIFFERENT
DATA BASED ON WORK IN
ANOTHER LABBOOK
COMMAND FILES CAN BE
WRITTEN TO PERFORM
OPERATIONS
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""BAR MENU OPTIONS UPON ENTERING A LABBOOK
**BAR MENU OPTIONS
WORKSHEET
UTILITIES
INDEX
CLOSE
ASSOCIATED ACTION /
OPTION
OPENS WORKSHEET
BASED ON CLICKED
UPON OPTION OR
TYPED SELECTION
DELETE - DELETE
SELECTED DATASET
OR WORKSHEET
IMPORT(DATA)
EXPORT (DATA)
COPY - COPY
SELECTED DATASET
OR WORKSHEET
LISTS CONTENTS OF
SELECTED DATASET
CLOSES CURRENT
LABBOOK
POTENTIAL USES
WORKSHEETS ARE THE
BASIC WORKING
ENVIRONMENT
IMPORT DATA FILE FROM
DIRECTORY
EXPORT DATA FILE TO
DIRECTORY
ALLOW USER TO SEE WHICH
DATA SERIES ARE IN A
SELECTED DATASET
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it*BAR MENU OPTIONS UPON ENTERING A WORKSHEET
***BAR MENU OPTIONS
LOAD
SAVE
ADD
REMOVE
ENTER
CLOSE
ASSOCIATED ACTION /
OPTION
LOADS AN EXISTING
WORKSHEET
SAVES CURRENT
WORKSHEET
ADD WINDOWS TO
WORKSHEET
REMOVE WINDOWS
FROM WORKSHEET
ENTER WINDOW IN
WORKSHEET
ENVIRONMENT
CLOSES CURRENT
LABBOOK
POTENTIAL USES
CONTINUE PREVIOUS WORK
OR USE EXISTING
WORKSHEET AS PROCESSING
GUIDE
SAVE FOR CONTINUED
WORK OR AS PROCESSING
GUIDE
CALCULATIONS ARE
PERFORMED AND PLOTTED
IN SEPARATE WINDOWS
REMOVE UNNECESSARY
WINDOWS AND CUSTOMIZE
WORKSHEET STYLE
NECESSARY TO HAVE
WINDOW SELECTED TO
WORK IN IT; ALSO DONE BY
CLICKING IN WINDOW
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FUNCTION KEYS FOR USE IN WORKSHEET ENVIRONMENT
F1 ON-LINE HELP
F2 DISPLAY BACKGROUND (HEADER) INFORMATION FOR SELECTED
WINDOW (THESE VALUES ARE SET WHEN DATA FILE IS IMPORTED)
ACTIVATES LINE EDITOR FOR SELECTED WINDOWF3
F4 OVERPLOT - ALLOWS SEVERAL WINDOWS TO BE PLOTTED IN ONE
WINDOW
F5 TOGGLES THROUGH DIFFERENT AXIS SCALE OPTIONS
F6 PUTS VARIOUS GRIDS ON PLOT
F7
F8
F9 SAVE DATASET
FI0
TOGGLES BETWEEN DIFFERENT DISPLAY OPTIONS (LINE PLOT, BAR
GRAPH, TABLE VIEW)
LOAD DATASET
ZOOM; ONCE ZOOMED, F9 PROVIDES CROSSHAIRS WHICH CAN BE
MOVED BY MOUSE OR ARROW KEYS FOR FINER CONTROL, F9
AGAIN LOCKS FIRST CROSSHAIRS AND PROVIDES A SECOND SET;
POSITIONS IN DATA FILE AND POSITION RELATIVE TO FIRST
CROSSHAIR, IF APPLICABLE, DISPLAYED AT BOTTOM OF SCREEN.
RIGHT MOUSE BUTTON OR ESC KEY REMOVES CROSSHAIRS AND
ZOOM.
A-7
MAIN MENU
HELP
LOAD AND SAVE DATA
EDrT/REDUCE DATA
GRAPHICAL VIEWS
CREATE NEW VIEW
VIEW CONTROLS
MATH AND MATRICES
STATISTICS
ANALYZE PEAK
FFT ANALYSIS
WORKSHEET
PRINTS AND PLOTS
OPTIONAL MODULES
SET UNITS
SET DELTA OFFSET
SET COLORS
SET SCALE INFORMATION
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TYPICAL DADiSP PROCESSING SCHEME FOR LPE DURING USMP-1
SETTING UP A DADiSP PROCESSING GUIDE
ENTER DADiSP
CREATE LABBOOK - LPE GUIDE
m
OPEN- LPE GUIDE
m
UTILITIES - IMPORT- DATA FILE (AT 250 Hz SAMPLING FREQUENCY) FORMED
BY CONVERT ROUTINE, HEADER FILE SET UP BY
CONVERT, CARRIAGE RETURN
WORKSHEET - ADD - 9 ENTER
W1 - CLICK IN WI TO ACTIVATE WINDOW
F8 TO LOAD X-AXIS SERIES IN W1, SELECT DATASET
W2 - WI-MEAN(WI) - DEMEANS W1
W3 - (PSD(W2)/4)"(LENGTH(W2))/250
CALCULATES AND PLOTS PSD OF DEMEANED DATA SUCH
W4-W9
SAVE -
THAT (grins) 2 = [PSD
REPEAT WITH Y- AND Z- AXIS DATA
PSD GUIDE
SAVES WORKSHEET TO BE USED AS PROCESSING GUIDE
SELECT EXIT/CLOSE FROM BAR MENU
CLICK RIGHT MOUSE BUTTON
HIT ESC KEY
THE ABOVE ARE THREE WAYS TO GET OUT OF DADiSP
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TYPICAL DADiSP PROCESSING SCHEME FOR LPE DURING USMP-I
USING A DADiSP PROCESSING GUIDE
ENTER DADiSP
OPEN- LPE GUIDE
UTILITIES - IMPORT - NEW DATA FILE
WORKSHEET - LOAD - PSD GUIDE
W1 - CLICK TO ACTIVATE
F8 - TO LOAD NEW X-AXIS SERIES FROM DATASET
W2/W3- NEW DATA WILL PROPAGATE THROUGH WINDOWS
CONTINUE BY LOADING Y- AND Z- AXIS DATA INTO W4 AND W7
ADDITIONAL PROCESSING
NARROW BAND SPECTRAL ANALYSIS
CUMULATIVE SPECTRAL ANALYSIS
NARROW BAND grms
DIFFERENCING OF SPECTRA
COMPARISON OF SPECTRUM OF LONG TIME WINDOW
AVERAGED SPECTRA OF SUCCESSIVE TIME WINDOWS
TO
A-lO
A2. ACAP POCC OPERATIONS PROCEDURES
ACAP Sun Operations for USMP-1
Desired Operation/Information
real-time sun ethemet address
real-time sun login
real-time sun password
Procedure
128.158.29.121 (samsonl)
sams
real-time directories of interest
play back sun ethemet address
play back sun login
play back sun password
play back directories of interest
starting shell routine to run real-time
playback recording/processing systems
necessary input for initialization
or
/home/samson 1/sams : working directory
/home/samsonl/sams/data: data directory
note that data directory is a common
directory with real-time 486
128.158.29. (samson2)
sams
/home/samson2/sams : working directory
/home/samson2/sams/data: data directory
note that data directory is a common
directory with real-time 486
type sams2rt, wait for data stream to start
bias, temperature, aO, and al for x, y, z
(can be changed anytime during run)
A-II
recognizing data loss
formation of data files
data file format and namin_ convention
status check should identify short term bad
data
LOS will result in DQM status=3 response
upon status check
LOS will also result in zero values being
passed to peak value plots
done automatically through shell program,
default data file length is 5 minutes, can set
to lengths of 1 rain to 60 rain upon startup
of shell routine or anytime during run;
peak value data file default length is 30 rain,
can set from 1 rain to 60 rain
see attached sheets
ACAP 486 Operations for USMP-1
A-12
Desired Operation/Information
real-time 486 LOGIN sams
real-time 486 PASSWORD ******
play back 486 LOGIN sams
play back 486 PASSWORD ******
real-time 486 ethernet address
play back 486 ethernet address
directories of interest
accessing (forming) data files from Sun
startin_ and runnin_ dadisp
Procedure
128.158.29.125 (delilah 1)
(delilah 2)
c:\sams\acap processing directory
e: data directory (common with sun \data)
in acap directory type CONVERT to start
program which prompts for start time, axes,
engineering, peak value, total time
information
see DADISP operations sheet
A-13
Sun Disk Storage Naming and Format Convention
Engineering Unit (X, Y, and Z axis) data
Variable length files: 5 minute default, can be set to lengths 1 minute to 60 minutes
Name: KDHHMMSS.EU or PDHHMMSS.EU
where first character R denotes real-time data and P denotes playback data
the D denotes mission day and is a hex character
hours, minutes, and seconds (HHMMSS) are ASCII characters
Filetype: binary
Units:
Format: T 1 (hhmmss)
TEMPx,y,z
X1
X2
X3
)[25O
YI
Y2
Y3
Y25o
Zl
Z2
Z3
Z25o
STATUS WORDS
Peak Value Data (X1MAx2+Y1MAX2+Z1MAX2) 1/2
A-14
Variable length files:
Name:
File type:
Units:
Format:
30 minute default, can be set to lengths 1 minute to 60 minutes
RDHHMMSS.MA or PDHHMMSS.MA
where firstcharacterR denotes real-timedataand P denotes playback data
the D denotes missionday and isa hex character
hours,minutes,and seconds (HHMMSS) are ASCII characters
Floatingpoint
TI
T2
T3
(XI_+YIMAx2+ZIM,O:)I/2
(X_M,Oc2+YIM_x2+ZIMAX2)z/2
(X_M,O<2+Y_MAx2+ZtM+O<2)z/2
CX_MAx2+YtMAx2+ZIM_2)/2
C&M_+YIMAx2+ZIMAX2)I/2
(X_UAX2+VtuAx2+ZtujL,c2)_/2
A3. ACAP POCC MALFUNCTIONS PROCEDURES A-l 5
MALFUNCTION PROCEDURE
REAL-TIME SUN SYSTEM CRASH
WHILE AOS
l) RE-BOOT R/T SYSTEM
a) RE-BOOT SUCCESSFUL - CONTINUE AS
R/T DATA FLOWING
NO P/B DATA FLOWING b)
IS
RE-BOOT UNSUCCESSFUL - PROCEED
TO STEP 2)
2) EXIT AND RESTART DATA COLLECTION
PROGRAM ON P/B SUN SO THAT IT IS SET
TO RECEIVE R/T DATA (NECESSARY FOR
APPROPRIATE FILE NAMES)
3) SWITCH REAL-TIME DATA FLOW
BETWEEN SUN SYSTEMS
4) RE-BOOT CRASHED SUN
a) RE-BOOT SUCCESSFUL - RESTART DATA
COLLECTION PROGRAM ON RE-BOOTED SUN
TO RECEIVE P/B DATA (DO NOT SWITCH
it
BACK UNLESS ANOTHER PROBLEM COMES
UP OR THERE IS A CONVENIENT TIME TO DO
SO, i.e. LOS AND NO R/T OR P/B DATA
FLOWING)
b) RE-BOOT UNSUCCESSFUL - LEAVE SET-
UP AS IS AND CONTINUE TO TRY SUN RE-
BOOT; MAY BE NECESSARY TO CONTACT EB
LAB PERSONNEL OR SUN TECHNICAL
SUPPORT FOR ADVICE; NOTE THAT THIS
MEANS THAT P/B DATA CANNOT BE
RECEIVEDSO ARRANOETO HAVEP/BDATA
SENT AFTER SUN RE-BOOTED (SUBMIT A
PDRF THROUGH LPE WHEN SUN RE-BOOTED;
MUST KEEP TRACK OF LOS TIMES WHILE
SUN IS DOWN)
A-16
REAL-TIME SUNSYSTEM CRASH
WHILE LOS
NO R/T DATA FLOWING
NO P/B DATA FLOWING
REAL-TIME SUN SYSTEM CRASH
WHILE LOS
NO R/T DATA FLOWING
P/B DATA FLOWING
1) MORE THAN 5 MINUTES TO AOS
a) RE-BOOT REAL-TIME SUN WITHOUT
SWITCHING DATA FLOW
b) RE-BOOT SUCCESSFUL - CONTINUE AS IS
c) RE-BOOT UNSUCCESSFUL - FOLLOW R/T
CRASH WHILE AOS PROCEDURE STARTING
AT STEP 2)
2) LESS THAN 5 MINUTES TO AOS
FOLLOW 1UT CRASH WHILE AOS PROCEDURE
STARTING AT STEP 1)
1) LESS THAN 5 MINUTES TO AOS - FOLLOW
PROCEDURES FOR R/T CRASH WHILE AOS
STARTING AT STEP 1)
NOTE THAT SUN CRASH RECOVERY PROCEDURES ARE BASED ON THE ASSUMPTION
THAT RECEIVING REAL-TIME DATA IS A HIGHER PRIORITY THAN PLAY BACK DATA
A-17
MALFUNCTION PROCEDURE
PLAY BACK SUN SYSTEM CRASH
R/T DATA FLOWING
R/T DATA NOT FLOWING
1)
2)
RE-BOOT PLAY BACK SUN
ONCE SYSTEM IS RUNNING, HAVE LPE
SUBMIT A PDRF (OD) TO RECOVER ANY
LOST DATA
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MALFUNCTION PROCEDURE
REAL-TIME SUN MONITOR
FAILURE
R/T DATA FLOWING OR NOT
P/B DATA FLOWING OR NOT
PLAY BACK SUN MONITOR
FAILURE
R/T DATA FLOWING
P/B DATA FLOWING OR NOT
1) REPLACE R/T MONITOR WITH SPARE
2) RECONFIGURE Rfr SYSTEM AND MONITOR
AS NEEDED
1) HOOK UP SPARE MONITOR TO P/B SUN
2) RECONFIGURE P/B SYSTEM AND MONITOR
AS NEEDED
REAL-TIME 486 MONITOR • HOOK UP SPARE FROM DATA CENTER
FAILURE
PLAY BACK 486 MONITOR • HOOK UP SPARE FROM DATA CENTER
FAILURE
OFF-LINE 486 MONITOR FAILURE • HOOK UP SPARE FROM DATA CENTER
1)REAL-TIME SUN FILE SERVER
FAILURE
PLAY BACK SUN FILE SERVER
FAILURE
RE-BOOT R/T SUN
a) RE-BOOT SUCCESSFUL - CONTINUE AS IS
b) RE-BOOT BRINGS SYSTEM UP BUT FILE
SERVER STILL SEEMS TO BE DOWN
i) CONTACT SUN TECHNICAL SUPPORT
ii) CONTACT DIANE JOHNSON AT SUN TO
BORROW ONE
I)RE-BOOT P/B SUN
a) RE-BOOT SUCCESSFUL - CONTINUE AS IS
b) RE-BOOT BRINGS SYSTEM UP BUT FILE
SERVER STILL SEEMS TO BE DOWN
i) CONTACT SUN TECHNICAL SUPPORT
ii) CONTACT DIANE JOHNSON AT SUN TO
BORROW ONE
A-19
REAL-TIME SUN TAPE DRIVE
FAILURE
PLAY BACK SUN TAPE DRIVE
FAILURE
REAL-TIME 486 CRASH
PLAY BACK 486 CRASH
OFF-LINE 486 CRASH
VIDEO RECORDER FAILURE
1) COORDINATE SCHEDULING OF TAPE
ARCHIVING SO THAT ONE TAPE DRIVE CAN
BE USED FOR BOTH R/T AND P/B
2) SHOULD BOTH TAPE DRIVES FAIL
a) CONTACT SUN TECHNICAL SUPPORT
b) CONTACT DIANE JOHNSON AT SUN TO
BORROW ONE
1) COORDINATE SCHEDULING OF TAPE
ARCHrVING SO THAT ONE TAPE DRIVE CAN
BE USED FOR BOTH R/T AND P/B
2) SHOULD BOTH TAPE DRIVES FAIL
a) CONTACT SUN TECHNICAL SUPPORT
b) CONTACT DIANE JOHNSON AT SUN TO
BORROW ONE
1) REBOOT R/T 486
2) RE-BOOT SUCCESSFUL - CONTINUE AS IS
3) RE-BOOT UNSUCCESSFUL - SWITCH R/T AND
OFF-LINE 486 AND BRING IN SPARE FROM
DATA CENTER
1) REBOOT P/B 486
2) RE-BOOT SUCCESSFUL - CONTINUE AS IS
3) RE-BOOT UNSUCCESSFUL - SWITCH P/B AND
OFF-LINE 486 AND BRING IN SPARE FROM
DATA CENTER
1) REBOOT OFF-LINE 486
2) RE-BOOT SUCCESSFUL - CONTINUE AS IS
3) RE-BOOT UNSUCCESSFUL - BRING IN SPARE
FROM DATA CENTER
• SWITCH WITH SPARE FROM DATA CENTER
A-20
MALFUNCTION PROCEDURE
INTERRUPTED DATA FLOW
NOTED ON REAL-TIME SYSTEM
(BESIDES LOS)
1) CHECK DATA BOX FOR DATA FLOW
INDICATION
a) DATA FLOW LIGHT NOT FLASHING
(DATA NOT FLOWING) - MAKE SURE DATA
ARE EXPECTED ON PARTICULAR SYSTEM
(i.e., CHECK FOR AOS/LOS SITUATION); IF
DATA ARE EXPECTED, CONTACT SYS CON
ON POCC OPS LOOP
b) DATA FLOW LIGHT IS FLASHING, BUT
DATA BEING RECEIVED IS "BAD,"
0 CONTACT SAMS TEAM (SCI LOOP 2)
TO CHECK IF THIS IS A SAMS RECORDING
PROBLEM, IF SO LET SAMS HANDLE IT
i0 IF NOT A SAMS SYSTEM PROBLEM,
AND STILL RECEIVING "BAD" DATA,
CONTACT SYS CON ON POCC OPS LOOP
C) DATA FLOW LIGHT IS FLASHING, BUT
NO DATA BEING RECEIVED, PROBABLY
EGSE PROBLEM
0 CHECK COMPUTER CONNECTIONS
AND TIGHTEN LOOSE PARTS, AS
NECESSARY
ii) EXIT DATA COLLECTION PROGRAM
AND RESTART
iii) EXIT DATA COLLECTION PROGRAM
AND RE-BOOT SYSTEM
iv) FOLLOW MAL PROCEDURES FOR
SYSTEM CRASH FOR APPROPRIATE R/T -
P/B DATA FLOW SITUATION
v) CALL SOMEONE
2) SUBMIT OD PDRF THROUGH LPE FOR LOST
DATA
i
A-21
SWITCHING SUN SYSTEMS
BETWEEN REAL-TIME AND PLAY
BACK DATA
1) SWITCH CHANNELS ON CONTROL BOARD
2) REQUEST SWITCH FROM SYS CON ON POCC
OPS LOOP
MALFUNCTION PROCEDURE
VIDEO FAILURE ,, SUBMIT VIDEO PDRF
• FORMS IN ACAP OPERATIONS NOTEBOOK
HVODS FAILURE
POCC TERMINAL FAILURE
)
• FOLLOW PROCEDURE IN POH - SOP 1.7.1 -
CONTACT MARSHALL COMM ON POCC OPS
LOOP
• FOLLOW PROCEDURE IN POH - SOP 1.7
**NOTE - SEE TABLE 1.7-I (p. 1.7-2) IN POH FOR SUMMARY OF PROCEDURES FOR POCC
EQUIPMENT PROBLEMS
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AP POCC LOGBOOK
_ET LOG NOTE
T;
S GMT:
3
SIMULATION START
ORBITER TO REACH CONJUNCTION WITH TURKISH
SATELLITE AT 4/23; MANEUVER WILL BE
NECESSARY; OMS BURN OR PRCS BURN PROPOSED
FOR IMU ALIGN PERIOD SCHEDULED AT 4/19; IF
WAIT LONGER THAN THAT, WILL HAVE TO DO
BIGGER BURN.
PROPOSED BURN IS +X PRCS OF 2 FT/SEC, DURATION
1-2 SEC
REQUEST FROM LPE TO INFORM THEM OF
ACCELERATION PEAK VALUES ASSOCIATED WITH
MANEUVER
CALLED SIM SUP (0424) TO REQUEST GUIDANCE ON
PROVIDING LPE WITH ACCELERATION VALUES (CAN
BE GET ESTIMATED VALUES FROM ANYONE);
RESPONSE WAS TO MAKE OUR OWN ESTIMATE
CONTACT POL TO REQUEST INFORMATION ON
UPCOMING MANEUVER BURN: PRCS 1-2 FT/SEC,
DURATION OF A COUPLE OF SECONDS, STILL SET
FOR 4/19
IMU ALIGN TO OCCUR AFTER MANEUVER
)9 PRCS MANEUVER START
INFORMED BY SIM TEAM TO NOTIFY ANYONE WHO
INQUIRES THAT PRCS BURN CAUSED LARGER THAN
EXPECTED ACCELERATIONS
C_I,,._NAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY
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A5. ACAP STANDARD PDRF FORM
PDRF FORM (VIDEO)
PDRF
ABCD-000
Opt:
USMP-1 MET:
PHONE ROOM AUTHOR
(205)544-8697 SOA-M
START/STOP DATA TIME: GMT/MET
VIDEO SOURCE:
PB AUD: ON or W/O)
USER COMMENTS:
NASA SELECT
NEEDED REQUEST
VIDEO
START: STOP:
PB DIST: (MONITOR/GSE)
DUB: (W or W/O TIMING) TAPE TYPE: VHS 3/4"
s=SUBMIT/C=CANCEL-->
DFA ACTION
DFA NOTES:
PRIORITY- EXECUTE: START STOP
ACTIONEE
NOTES:
MTV IMPLEMENTED CLOSEOUT
E=REVIEW J=STATUS K=CATEG L=MESSAGES M=STATISTICS N=READ Y=MORE Z=MENU
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A COMPARISON OF LOW-GRAVITY MEASUREMENTS ON-BOARD COLUMBIA
DURING STS-40
Abstract
The first NASA Spacelab Life Sciences mission (SLS-1) flew 5 June to 14 June 1991 on
the orbiter Columbia (STS-40). The purpose of the mission was to investigate the human body's
adaptation to the low-gravity conditions of space flight and the body's readjustment after the
mission to the 1 g environment of earth. In addition to the life sciences experiments manifested
for the Spacelab module, a variety of experiments in other scientific disciplines flew in the
Spacelab and in Get Away Special (GAS) Canisters on the GAS Bridge Assembly. Several
principal investigators designed and flew specialized accelerometer systems to better assess the
results of their experiments by means of a low-gravity environment characterization. This was
also the first flight of the NASA Microgravity Science and Applications Division (MSAD)
sponsored Space Acceleration Measurement System (SAMS) and the first flight of the NASA
Orbiter Experiments Office (OEX) sponsored Orbital Acceleration Research Experiment
aeeelerometer (OARE). We present a brief introduction to seven STS-40 accelerometer systems
and discuss and compare the resulting data. During crew sleep periods, acceleration magnitudes
in the 10 -6 to 10-5 g range were recorded in the Spacelab module and on the GAS Bridge
Assembly. Magnitudes increased to the 10 -4 g level during periods of nominal crew activity.
Vernier thruster firings caused acceleration shifts on the order of 10 -4 g and primary thruster
firings caused accelerations as great as 10 -2 g. Frequency domain analysis revealed typical
excitation of Orbiter and Spacelab structural modes at 3.5, 4.7, 5.2, 6.2, 7, and 17 Hz.
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1. Introduction
The first NASA Spacelab Life Sciences mission (SLS-1) flew 5 June to 14 June 1991 on
the orbiter Columbia (mission STS-40). The purpose of the mission was to investigate the human
body's adaptation to the low-gravity conditions of space flight and the body's readjustment after
the mission to the 1 g environment of earth. In addition to the life sciences experiments
manifested for the Spacelab module, a variety of experiments in other scientific disciplines flew in
the Spaeelab and in Get Away Special (GAS) Canisters on the GAS Bridge Assembly. Several
principal investigators designed and flew accelerometer systems to characterize the low-gravity
environment. This was done to better assess the results of their experiments. This was also the
first flight of the MSAD-sponsored SAMS and the first flight of the OEX-sponsored OARE. This
paper presents a brief introduction to seven accelerometer systems which measured and recorded
acceleration levels during STS-40 and discusses the resulting data.
2. Accelerometer Systems
The STS-40 accelerometer systems to be discussed are listed in Table 1. Two of the
systems flew in support of individual crystal growth experiments - the Worcester Polytechnic
Institute (WPI) Fluid Behavior and Zeolite Crystal Growth Experiments, and the GTE Gallium
Arsenide Crystal Growth Experiment.[1,2] The NASA Goddard Orbiter Stability Experiment
(OSE) was designed to characterize Orbiter g-jltter by measuring angular accelerations using sun
sensors. The ESA Solid State Micro-Accelerometer (SSMA) recorded data as part of a
component performance testing procedure. The OARE system, a space accelerometer package
with on-orbit calibration capabilities, was designed to measure and record the Orbiter
aerodynamic acceleration environment from the free molecule flow regime through the rarefied-
flow transition into the hypersonic continuum regime.[3,4] The OEX High Resolution
Acceleration Package (HiRAP) was also designed to measure low frequency aerodynamic
accelerations with the goal of determining Orbiter re-entry aerodynamic flight performance
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characteristics.[5-14] SAMS flew in support of the Solid Surface Combustion Experiment
(SSCE). SAMS was designed to support multiple experiments and multiple missions; it is
scheduled to fly on all Orbiter missions which include MSAD=sponsored low-gravity experiments.
The resulting data base is expected to contribute to the characterization of the low-gravity
environment of Orbiters.[15-17] The locations of the GAS Bridge Assembly and of the SAMS
units in the Spacelab are shown in Figs. 1 and 2.
2.1 GTE Gallium Arsenide Crystal Growth Experiment
The GTE experiment was designed to study the effect of reduced gravity on the growth of
gallium arsenide (GaAs) semiconductor material. [ 1] The experiment was located in GAS Canister
G-052 and was oriented with the accelerometer x- and y-axes parallel to those of the Orbiter and
with the z-axes anti-parallel. The GTE triaxial sensor accelerometer was developed and tested
prior to the STS-40 flight on a NASA KC-135 Microgravity Research Aircrai_.[2] On STS-40, a
Sundstrand QA-2000 sensor was aligned with the crystal growth axis (x-axis) and two QA-1400
sensors were used in the y- and z-directions. The measurement range for the system was Ixl0 -5
to lxl0 "2 g and the data were lowpass filtered at 16 Hz with a 3 dB/decade rolloff.. A Tattletale
IV microcomputer was used for data processing and storage, allowing 155 kilobytes of memory
per axis.
A specialized data processing technique was developed to reduce memory requirements.
For a two second period, 100 measurements were made and initially stored. For each two second
block of data, a least squares fit to the data was computed and the slope and intercept of the fit
were recorded. Two other statistics were recorded - the standard deviation of the 100 samples
and the value of the point with the largest deviation from the intercept value. Upon calculation
and storage of these values, the 100 data points were discarded and the next two seconds of data
were recorded. At five minute intervals, absolute time, relative time, microcomputer temperature,
and accelerometer temperature were recorded.
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2.2 WPI Fluid Behavior and Zeolite Crystal Growth Experiments
The WPI accelerometer system flew on STS-40 in conjunction with zeolite crystal growth
and fluid behavior experiments in GAS Canister G-408. The zeolite crystal growth experiment
involved nucleation and subsequent growth from solution. It was hypothesized that the mass
transfer and, thus, the growth rate would be functions of the g-jitter environment. The fluid
behavior experiment involved measurements of quantity and heat and mass transfer in the re-
establishment of equilibrium. It was expected that these processes as well as transfer of additional
liquid to the test vessels would also be affected by the g-jitter environment.
The aceelerometer system was flown to assess the performance of these experiments as a
function of the acceleration environment. The system consists of three piezoelectric sensors and a
system for analog signal processing, digital sampling, and storage of data. Accelerometer axes
were aligned with the roll, pitch, and yaw axes of the Orbiter. A low frequency data cutoff of
approximately 0.8 Hz was established by the a.e. nature of the piezoelectric elements. The high
frequency cutoff was set at 10 Hz using a lowpass filter associated with the signal amplifiers.
Each of the three channels was monitored by positive and negative peak detectors which were
read at a rate of 1 I-Iz. The greatest magnitude value for each one second window for each
channel was stored together with sign. For the data presented here, the magnitude of the
acceleration vector (root sum of squares of the three axes) is used. Resolution of the system was
10 _tg, and full scale was 20,000 lag.
2.3 NASA/GSFC Orbiter Stability Experiment
The primary objective of the Orbiter Stability Experiment (OSE) was to obtain a
characterization of the Orbiter's spectrum of high frequency angular motions. The OSE measures
angular accelerations directly with sun sensors by observing changes in the orientation of the
Orbiter in pitch and roll relative to the Sun. The OSE detected the Orbiter's motion by measuring
the direction of incoming sunlight with two precision Lockheed Intermediate Sun Sensors (LISS)
provided by the Lockheed Missiles and Space Co. SPARCS Office, White Sands Missile Range,
NM, under contract to the Wallops Flight Facility of the NASA Goddard Space Flight Center.
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The system can measure angular changes as small as 0.25 arc see, the level set by data
digitization. Electronics noise is about 0.2 arc see RMS for the most sensitive pitch and roll
channels. The OSE recorded the position of the Sun relative to the Orbiter during the sunlit
portions of orbits 34, 35, and 39, for a total duration of three hours. It was necessary for the
OSE sensors to be oriented toward the Sun within two degrees before observations could be
made, and the Orbiter was held in a -z o solar inertial attitude with a deadband of 0.1 arc degree
during observations. The sensors were mounted to the top plate of GAS Canister G-507 and
aligned to the GAS Bridge within I are rain in pitch and 7 arc min in roll.
The two LISS were oriented to provide signals of opposite polarity for Orbiter pointing
deviation as a means of discriminating against unintended electrical noise pickup. The analog
signals from the sensor were passed through an 11 Hz lowpass filter with 12 dB/octave rollott;
amplified, and sampled at a rate of 58 Hz for each of four (two pitch and two roll) data channels.
The data stream was recorded on a Lockheed 4200 tape recorder for playback after the mission.
The instrument was operated both with and without a solar input to determine the level of internal
electronic noise.
2.4 ESA Solid State Micro-Accelerometer
The primary objective of the Solid State Micro-Accelerometer experiment (SSMA) was to
test a new type of highly sensitive accelerometer in low-g to characterize performance in the
absence of the 1 g environment of Earth. The system was also designed to provide an engineering
test demonstration of the sensors to prove suitability for applications on future flights. The
SSMA was located in GAS Canister G-021. Each accelerometer unit included a small proof mass
(15 micro-gram) and supporting silicon springs fabricated from mono-crystalline silicon and
combined on a hybrid substrate with the analog readout electronics. The micro-structure and
associated micro-electronics were sealed and mounted in a standard, 14 pin dual-in-line
electronics package as an integral unit. The accelerometers were designed to operate within the
acceleration range ±80 milli-g with a sensitivity of 125 volts/g and a frequency range from d.c. to
100 Hz.
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Twelve accelerometers (among which were two dummy units) were mounted in a three
axis array on a one axis vibrating table designed to provide variable calibration signals during
flight. Four accelerometers were oriented with their sensitive axis parallel to the vibration axis of
the table and to the Orbiter pitch axis (y-axis), 3 parallel to the Orbiter roll axis (x-axis), and 3
parallel to the Orbiter z-axis. The array configuration was chosen to assess the transverse effects
of the accelerometers and to compensate, at the processing level, for external disturbances. The
SSMA experiment consisted of 51 measurement sequences: 31 with excitations from 1 gg to 40
milli-g at rates between 0.1 and 50 Hz (sinusoidal); 12 without excitation; and 8 self-test
sequences.
The Data Acquisition System was designed to sample, digitize, and store in a Mass
Memory Unit the signals of the 12 accelerometers; the thermistor readings of accelerometer
temperature; the displacement transducer signals from the vibrating table; the temperature and
voltage outputs from the Data Acquisition System; the temperature, pressure, and voltages from
the battery; and the signals from a Real Time Clock and an Advanced Real Time Clock. To
minimize the amount of stored data and to avoid aliasing effects, the accelerometers and
displacement transducer signals were sampled at 16 times the excitation frequency and filtered
through a digital signal processor with a cut-off frequency of 4 times the excitation and a rolloff
of-80 dB.
2.5 Orbital Acceleration Research Experiment
The Orbital Acceleration Research Experiment (OARE) is a triaxial electrostatic
accelerometer package with complete on-orbit calibration capabilities.J3,4] The OARE consists
of three orthogonal, electrostatically suspended proof mass sensors, a full in-flight calibration
station, and a microprocessor which is used for in-flight experiment control, processing, and
storage of flight data. The experiment system is designed to measure low frequency (<5 Hz),
low-level acceleration (nano-g sensitivity), and is principally directed at characterizing the
Orbiter's aerodynamic behavior in the rarefied-flow flight regime. The OARE system is mounted
as a payload on the floor of the cargo bay on a keel bridge spanning bay 11.
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2.6 High Resolution Acceleration Package
The High Resolution Acceleration Package _) consists of a set of three orthogonal,
pendulous, gas-damped accelerometers, each with a resolution of 1 _tg and a measurement range
of approximately ±8000 _tg. The HiRAP is designed to measure high-altitude aerodynamic
acceleration on the Orbiter vehicle during atmospheric re-entry. The HiRAP is mounted in a wing
box of the cargo bay, such that the orthogonal HiRAP axes are aligned with the Orbiter body
axes. Data are collected at 112 Hz, and two lowpass filters at 20 Hz and 2 Hz are applied. The
I-IiRAP absolute accuracy over its twelve flights since 1983, after in-flight calibration, is 3 to 7 _tg.
[5-14]
2.7 Space Acceleration Measurement System
The Space Acceleration Measurement System was developed to monitor and measure the
low-g environment of Orbiters in support of MSAD-sponsored science payloads. [15-17]
Resulting data are used by microgravity investigators in assessing the influence of acceleration on
flight experiments. On STS-40, SAIViS was manifested to support the Solid Surface Combustion
Experiment (SSCE). SAMS consists of three remote triaxial sensor heads, connecting cables, and
a controlling data acquisition unit with a digital data recording system using optical disks with 200
megabyte storage capacity per side. With the availability of crew access to change the disks, data
storage capacity is essentially unlimited. On STS-40, three triaxial sets of Sundstrand QA-2000
sensors recorded data at 25 samples per second with a 5 Hz lowpass filter applied (140 dB/decade
rolloff). The SAMS control electronics and data recording package was mounted in the Spacelab
in SMIDEX Rack 5. The three triaxial sensor heads were mounted 1) on the Spacelab floor on
the base &the Body Restraint System, 2) on the connector bracket panel of the S/vlIDEX in Rack
5, and 3) on the SSCE in Rack 7, see Fig. 2. The orientations of the SAMS heads with respect to
the Orbiter coordinate system are given in Table 2.
3. Results
The accelerometer systems flown during STS-40 recorded data during a variety of time
periods. There is some overlap, however, early in the mission and especially during crew sleep
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periods. A comparison of the results from these periods provides an indication of the low-g
environment at various locations.
3.1 GTE Gallium Arsenide Crystal Growth Experiment
According to the pre-flight mission plan, the GTE experiment was to be activated at MET
02110:35. The accelerometer system was to start recording data 4 hours, 55 minutes later.
Crystal growth was scheduled to begin at the same time as data recording. These times were
selected to coincide with a crew sleep period, to reduce the effects of crew related g-jitter. While
the exact time of experiment activation was not recorded, examination of the data indicates that
the full five hours of crystal growth and accelerometer data recording did take place during a
quiescent period.
Several general comments can be made about the GTE accelerometer data during STS-40.
Details have been presented previously.[ 1] The z-axis experienced the greatest variation and the
x-axis was the most quiet. The lesser quality of the accelerometer sensors used for the y- and z-
axes is apparent; the increased temperature dependence of these sensors was manifested as larger
drii_s due to temperature variations.
The data collected indicate that a relatively quiet acceleration environment existed for the
GTE crystal growth experiment run. A total of 541 significant acceleration variations were
recorded on the three axes. Events were considered significant when a relative change of at least
lxl0 -5 g occurred. For variations of 10-4 g or larger only 28 events were detected, with none in
the most sensitive experiment axis (x-axis). The largest difference in average acceleration during
the five hour crystal growth period was 2.5x10 -4 g.
3.2 WPI Fluid Behavior and Zeolite Crystal Growth Experiments
The GAS relay for this experiment package was activated at MET 00/10:47. The times
indicated on Fig. 3 are relative to that MET. The total run time for the experiment was
approximately 71 hours and acceleration data were continuously collected during that time. Fig.
3 shows a two hour record beginning at experiment start plus four hours and illustrates two basic
types of acceleration environment present during the experiment operation. Type A data were
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defined by pairs of acceleration pulses occurring approximately every 2 minutes with magnitudes
of 5 to 7 milli-g. This type of event is present during the entire 71 hours. Type B accelerations
have magnitudes on the order of 2 to 3 milli-g occurring at intervals of 10.1 seconds.
The Type A accelerations resulted from an electromechanical relay used to control the
oven heating system for the zeolite crystal growth experiment. The period was approximately 2.0
minutes early in the experiment and became 1.9 minutes near the end of the experiment because
decreasing payload temperature resulted in faster heat loss from the oven. Similarly, the duty
cycle increased from 17 to 18 seconds over the course of the experiment because lower battery
voltage necessitated greater heating times.
The Type B accelerations resulted from relays in a power conservation system. Whenever
precision temperature and pressure rqadings were required from the fluid behavior system, the
analog circuits were energized and de-energized at approximately I0 second intervals.
Between these events, accelerations on the order of 100 to 200 _tg were recorded. Thus,
the self-induced acceleration of the experiment package greatly exceeded the Orbiter accelerations
whenever electromechanical devices were in operation.
3.3 NASA/GSFC Orbiter Stability Experiment
The OSE was operated for a total of three hours on STS-40: MET 01/23:56 - 02/02:01
and 02/07:26 - 02/08:21. Only data from the first two hour interval have been processed to date.
That interval included two periods of solar observation separated by about 30 rain in the Earth's
shadow. During this period, the offset of the Orbiter's -zo-axis from the solar direction as the
vehicle moved in its deadband about its pitch axis (+y-axis) produced a signal reminiscent of a
rectified sine wave. Atmospheric drag forces typically rotated the Orbiter against one side of the
deadband. The motions of the Orbiter about its roll axis (+x-axis) were less regular in frequency.
The objective of the OSE was to record high frequency g-jitter in the Orbiter bay that
might be superimposed on the expected larger scale motion of the Orbiter within its deadband.
An initial scan of the first sunlit interval of observation indicates that any g-jitter must have been
at or below the limit of detectability (0.25 - 0.5 arc sec). A typical example of the signal output
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for pitch channel A during an interval including an assumed thruster firing (which reversed the
angular motion of the Orbiter) is shown in Fig. 4.
Power spectral densities were calculated for periods of interest. The reversal of Orbiter
motion due to a thruster firing at the extremes of its deadband is smooth. No detailed correlation
of the data has yet been made, however, and it is not clear to what extent the smooth reversal of
attitude is the result of a sequence of thruster firings or reflects a low frequency response by the
Orbiter to a single firing. In any case, no angular vibrations at frequencies above about 1 Hz
attributable to a vernier thruster firing are detectable with the present instrument.
3.4 ESA Solid State Micro-Aceelerometer
The GAS relay for G-021 was activated at MET 00/10:37. The SSMA sequences started
4 hours, 33 minutes later during the first crew sleep period. From post-flight data analysis, no
significant differences were found between the on-ground and the in-space performance of these
new accelerometers. The measured noise of the devices was 0.1 Bg RMS (0.6 pg/Hz). The
success of the SSMA experiment demonstrates that the new type of accelerometers based on
silicon technology are suitable and adequate for low-gravity applications.
The SSMA also provided measurements of the dynamic environment, mainly during the
experiment sequences for which the vibrating table was not excited and when the amplitude of
induced accelerations was below 100 Bg. The amplitudes of the micro-dynamic disturbances
observed during the experiment were on average below I0 to 50 Bg with the exception of some
peak events correlated with Orbiter thruster firings. It was clear, after processing, that the
relatively large signals observed in the time domain were essentially due to strong disturbances at
specific frequencies. Fig. 5 shows data from Experiment Sequence No. 5. In the time domain,
the 1 Hz/6 gg calibration signal is clearly visible together with two strong external perturbations.
Frequency modes of 3.7 Hz and 4.7 I--Izdominate the frequency domain representations of this
time period.
Other frequency modes related to the vibrating table, Orbiter structural modes, and the
Orbiter Ku band antenna (17 Hz) were observed in sequences of SSMA data. Within the low
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frequency observation band (d.c. - 1 Hz), the acceleration levels are very low. Long periods of
quiet environment in low frequency regimes can be found in between successive Orbiter thruster
firing events. The 4.7 Hz signal, observed consistently in the frequency domain, could also be
clearly discerned in the time domain associated with strong events such as thruster firings.
3.5 Orbital Acceleration Research Experiment
Because of its sensitivity, the OARE instrument detects aerodynamic behavior of the
Orbiter while in low-Earth orbit. A typical sleep period (MET 07/16 - 07/18) was examined on
STS-40. The results of the examination for the spacecraft y-axis are shown in Fig. 6. During the
flight, a "trimmed-mean" filter was applied to the data which were stored aboard the Shuttle in the
OARE data storage system.[3,4] An acceleration model which includes aerodynamic, gravity
gradient, and rotational effects was constructed and compared with flight data. Comparison of
the model to the flight data shows the instrument to be sensitive to all major expected low
frequency acceleration phenomena in the y-axis. Variation of atmospheric drag among orbits was
on the order of±2xl0 -7 g. Some erratic instrument bias persists in the x- and z-axes. In these
axes, the OARE data can be made to match a comprehensive atmospheric-aerodynamic model by
making arbitrary bias adjustments.
3.6 High Resolution Acceleration Package
On STS-40, HiR_AP data were recorded during ascent, orbit, and re-entry During re-
entry, aerodynamic control surfaces used for Orbiter attitude and control require hydraulic power.
This power is provided by a set of three auxiliary power units (APU). The exhaust gas ports for
these pulsed turbines are located on the top of the Orbiter just in front and to the sides of the
vertical tail. The exhaust jets of gas produce accelerations in the Orbiter negative z-direction.
These APU accelerations were measured and recorded by HiRAP.
Fig. 7 shows the HiRAP z-axis re-entry acceleration measurements for STS-40. The APU
signals become evident at two times during Orbiter descent: just before the deorbit bum and just
before the onset of atmospheric drag. The 112 Hz HiRAP data have been averaged over one
second intervals to permit characterization of the acceleration changes. The time history of this
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data segment shows a shift at the ignition of the first APU, a sensor saturation during deorbit
bum, a second shift at the ignition of the second and third APU, and the onset of atmospheric
drag. The scattered points are the averaged thruster induced acceleration spikes.
In the region surrounding the first APU transition, a measurement of the data shift
represents a bias of about 15 lag. Data from the second and third APU transition show a shift of
about 32 lag. It is at the second APU transition region that an in-flight HiRAP calibration is
performed. This 32 lag shift is incorporated in the calibration aerodynamic signal. The shifts in
the z-axis acceleration signal are consistent with shifts found in prior HiRAP mission data. [5-14]
3.7 Space Acceleration Measurement System
The SAMS units collected data for approximately 7 days during STS-40: MET 01/00:57
- 08/01:38. SAMS was powered down twice during this time to allow operation of the Rotating
Dome Experiment. Initial processing of the SAMS data as reported in the ACAP Early Summary
Report[17] includes calculation and plotting of 10-second means and 1-second RMS for 2-hour
periods and frequency domain representations of composite magnitude spectra in color
spectrogram form. Data correction for bias and temperature variations used both Sundstrand
supplied information and information derived from mission data. Detailed analysis of specific
segments of the STS-40 SAMS data has focused on periods of thruster firings. Fig. 8 shows an
example of a visual correlation of thruster firing occurrences with 1-second mean SAMS data
during a period of otherwise low-level activity. Resulting accelerations (vector magnitude)
reached 10-2 g. Variations in thruster-related acceleration result from the different combinations
of jets fired and different pulse strength and firing duration. Fig. 9 shows a detailed example of
one axis of SAMS data during a vernier thruster firing. Note that the effect of the firing is an
overall linear shift of the vehicle, reflected in a shift of the mean acceleration.
In general, the acceleration environment measured by SAMS during STS-40 is
summarized as follows. During sleep periods, acceleration magnitudes were in the 5 lag range.
During periods of crew activity, magnitudes ranged from tens to hundreds of lag. As seen in
previous studies of Orbiter acceleration environment,[18-21] spectral representations of SAMS
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data were dominated by specific Orbiter and Spacelab structural modes, most notable are the 3.5,
4.7, 5.2, 6.2, and 7 I-Iz modes. The three modes >5 Hz are modulated by the 5 Hz lowpass filter
applied to the data.
4. Discussion
The accelerometerswhich flewon STS-40 provideddatainthefrequencyrangeup to I00
Hz (ESA SSMA), butmost were restrictedto an upper bound of about I0 Hz. Thislimitedthe
contributionof higherfrequencyvibrationand noiseto the measured data,making the STS-40
datasome ofthe"quietest"accelerationdatacollectedon an Orbitermission.During crew sleep
periods,accelerationmagnitudesin the 10-6 to 10"5 g range were recordedin the Spacelab
module and on theGAS BridgeAssembly. The accelerationmagnitudesincreasedto the I0-4 g
levelduringperiodsof nominalcrew activity.Vernierthrusterfiringscaused accelerationshifts
on the orderof I0"4 g and primarythrusterfiringscausedaccelerationsa greatas 10-2 g. The
WPI accelerometersystemrecordeda number of accelerationeventsinthe milli-grange which
were identifiedas experimentrelated.The OSE accelerometersystem measured no angular
vibrationswithfrequenciesgreaterthanI Hz duringa periodofvernierfirings.Thisisattributed
to theg-jitterlevelsbeingbelow the instrument'slimitof detectability.The HiRAP datashow
variationson theorderof I0"5 g duringAPU firingsduringOrbiterre-entry.This isconsistent
withdatacollectedduringpreviousflightsofHiRAP, butcannotbe compared withotherSTS-40
accelerometerdata because of the data collectiontime. OARE measured low frequency
accelerationsconsistentwitha model ofatmosphericand aerodynamiceffects.
Frequencydomain analysiswas appliedtoOSE, SAMS, and SSMA data.The SAMS and
SSMA datashow thetypicalexcitationof Orbiterand Spacelabstructuralmodes thatisexpected
inaccelerometerdata. The most common of thesemodes inthe STS-40 dataarethoseat3.5,
4.7, 5.2,6.2,and 7 Hz. The SSMA, recordingdata at a highersampling ratethan other
instrumentson STS-40, alsomeasured the 17 Hz Ku-band antennaditherand Orbiterstructural
mode. The factthatthe4.7Hz Spacelabmode was recordedby theSSMA on theGAS Bridge
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Assembly leads us to reevaluate our understanding of how accelerations propagate across loosely
coupled structures. Further analysis of this phenomenon is required. Before drawing any
conclusions about the Orbiter low-g environment, however, one must keep in mind that the
environment monitored by SSMA was that of the accelerometer head linked to the cargo bay
through the vibrating table, the GAS canister, and the GAS Bridge Assembly.
The flight of the seven accelerometer systems discussed here made STS-40 the best
instrumented low-g Orbiter flight to date. The analysis to date has greatly fortified our
knowledge of the typical acceleration environment of a manned Orbiter in low-Earth orbit.
Further work, specifically additional frequency domain analysis, comparisons of thruster firing
times with accelerometer data, and comparisons of data from accelerometers in the Spacelab and
on the Gas Bridge Assembly, will greatly increase our understanding of the propagation of
accelerations throughout and across structures of the Spacelab and Orbiter.
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Figure Captions
Fig. 1. General locations of the Spacelab Module and GAS Bridge Assembly on Columbia
during STS-40.
Fig. 2. General locations of SAMS units in the Spacelab Module during STS-40: on the base of
the Body Restraint System (BRS), on the connector bracket panel of the SMIDEX in
Rack 5, and on the SSCE in Rack 7.
Fig. 3. Peak acceleration magnitude versus time recorded by the WPI aeeelerometer system.
Note Type A accelerations resulting from an electromechanical relay and Type B
accelerations resulting from power conservation system relays. Time is from initiation
of experiment operations.
Fig. 4. Output of the OSE high sensitivity pitch channel during an interval when vernier
thrusters were active. Pitch offset is the angle between the solar direction and the
optical axis era sun sensor. Time is from initiation of experiment operations.
Fig. 5. Time history (a) and frequency domain representation (b) of SSMA y-axis data during
Experiment Sequence 5. Note the 1 Hz / 6 _tg calibration signal and structural
frequency modes of 3.7 and 4.7 Hz.
Fig. 6. OARE y-axis flight data compared with calculated atmospheric-aerodynamic model.
Time is in MET.
Fig. 7. HiRAP z-axis (1.0 sec mean) uncalibrated reentry data. Time is in GMT.
Fig. 8. Overlay of thruster firing occurrences with 1-second mean SAMS data during a period
of low-level activity. Solid circles denote firings of vernier thrusters; open circles denote
firings of primary thrusters.
Fig. 9. Y-axis SAMS data during a period of vernier thruster firings. Note that the resultant
1
linear shift of the vehicle is reflected in a shif_ of the mean acceleration in the time
domain (a) and an increased d.c. component in the frequency domain Co).
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Table 1. STS-40 Accelerometer Systems
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Contact Person
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David H. Matthiesen
Wemer Neupert
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Worcester Polytechnic Institute
Case Western Reserve University
/ NASA LeRC
NASA GSFC
NASA LaRC
HiRAP Robert C. Blanchard NASA LaRC
Solid State Micro-Accelerometer Philippe Roussel
Richard DeLombardSAMS
ESA
NASA LeRC
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Table 2. Orientation of SAMS with respect to the Orbiter on STS-40.
Sensor Head SAMS Orientation With Respect to Orbiter
Xo Yo Zo
Spacelab floor Ys -Zs -Xs
Rack 5 -Ys* -Xs* -Zs*
Rack 7 -Ys -Xs -Zs
r
*with -28.9 ° rotation about Ys
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Abstract
The first NASA Spacelab Life Sciences mission (SLS-1)
flew 5 June to 14 June 1991 on the orbiter Columbia (STS-40).
The purpose of the mission was to investigate the human body's
adaptation to the low gravity conditions of space flight and the
body's readjustment after the mission tothe 1g environment of
earth. In addition to the life sciew.es experiments manifested for
the Spaeelab module,a variety of experiments in other scientific
disciplines flew in the Spacelab and in Get Away Special (GAS)
Canisters on the GAS Bridge Assembly. Several principal
investigators designed and flew specialized aecelerometer sys-
tems to characterize the low gravity envimument. This was
done to better assess the results of their experiments. This was
also the first flight of theNASA MicrogravityScience and
Applications Division (MSAD) sponsored Space Acceleration
Measurement System (SAM_S) and the first flight of the NASA
Orbiter Experiments Office (OEX) sponsored Orbital Accel-
eration Research Expel. ent accderometer (OARE). We
present a brief introd_tion to seven STS-40 accelerometer
systems and discuss and compare the resulting data.
1. Introducdon
The f_t NASA Spacelab Life Sciences mission (SLS-1)
flew 5 June to 14 June 1991 on the orbiter Columbia (mission
STS-40). The purpose of the missionwas to investigate the
human body's adaptation to the low gravity conditions of space
flight and the body's readjustment after the mission to the 1 g
environment of earth. In addition to the life sciences experi-
ments manifested for the Spacelab module, a variety of experi-
ments in other scientific disciplines flew in the Spacelab and in
GetAway Special (GAS) Canisters on the GAS Bridge Assem-
bly. To better assess the results of the various experiments,
several principal investigators designed and flew acceler-
ometer systems. This was also the f'wst flight of the MSAD-
sponsored SAMS and the first flight of the OEX-sponsored
OARE. In the following section, we introduce seven accel-
erometer systems which measured and recorded acceleration
levels during STS-40 and discuss the resulting data.
2. Accelerometer Systems. Data. and Results
The STS.40 accelerometer systems to be discussed are
listed in Table 1.
Table 1. STS-40 Accelerometer Systems
Aewaa-ometer Invealgatw /
Sys_m/EXl_ament Cmtact Person
Huid Behav_ and winiam W. Dul_n W_ter
GrowthExperiments lnsti_te
Gallit_ Arsen_ David K _ Case Westm_
Crystal Growth Reserve Univ.
O¢oiter Stability Wemex Neupm NASA GSFC
Expefime_ . ,
OARE Robert C. Blailchald NASA I.aRC
HiRAP Robert C. Blandlald NASA LaRC
Solid Rama ESA
Ivfx:m-Accelemme_
SAMS Richard Dd.omb_ NASA LeRC
2.1 QTE Gallium AIsenide Crystal Growth E_ent
The GTE experiment was designed to study the effect of
redw, ed gravity on thegrowth of gallium arsenide semicond_tc|"
material.! The experiment was located inGAS CanisterG-052
and was oriented with the accelerometer x- and y-axes parallel
to those of the Orbiter and with the z-axes anti-paralleL A
S undstrand QA-2000 sens_ was aligned with the crystal growth
axis (x-axis) and QA-1400 _ were used in the y- and z-
directions. The measurement range for the system was lxl0 "5
clear to what extent the smooth reversalof attitude is the result
of a sequence of thruster firings or reflects a low frequency
response by theOrbitertoa single firing. Inany case, no angular
vibration at frequencies above about 1 Hz attributable to a
vernier thruster firing is detectable with the present instrument
2.4 ESA Solid State Micro-Accelerometer
The primary objective of the Solid State Micro-Acceler-
ometer experiment (SSMA) was to test a new type of highly
sensitive accelerometer in low-g to characterize the insu'ument
performance. The system was designed to provide an engineer-
ing test demonstration of the sensces to prove suitability for
applications on future flights. The SSMA was located in GAS
CanisterG-021. Twelve accelerometers (including twodummy
units) were mounted ina three axis array on a one axis vibrating
table designed to provide variable calibration signals during
flight. Four accelexometers were oriented with their sensitive
axisparalleltothevibrationaxisofthetableandtotheOrbiter
y-axis,threeparalleltotheOrbiterx-axis,andthreeparallelto
theOrbiterz-axis.Eachaccelerorncterunitincludedasmall
proofmass(15micro-gram)and supportingsiliconsprings
fabricatedfrommono-crystaUinesiliconand combinedon a
hybridsubslratewithanalogreadoutelectronics.The micro-
strucnne mad associated micro-electronics were sealed and
mounted in a standard, 14 pin dual-in-line electronics package
as an integral unit.
The SSMA was designed to operate in the range .+.8milli-g
with a sensitivity of 125 volts/g and a frequency range of d.c. to
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Time history (a) and frequency domain representation Co)of SSMA y-axis data
during Experiment Sequence 5. Note the 1 I-Iz/6 lagcalibration signal and structural
frequency modes of 3.7 and 4.7 Hz. Data were sampled at 16 Hz and a 4 Hz cutoff
was applied in processing.
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Fig. 3. Overlay of thruster ruing occurrences and 1-second mean SAMS data. Solid circles
denote vernier thruster firings, open circles denote primary thruster firings.
Variation of atmospheric dragamongorbits was on the orderof
+_2x10"7g. Some enatic inslrumentbias persists in the x- and
z-axes.Intheseaxes,the DARE datacanbe madetomatch a
comprehensiveatmospheric-aerodynamicmodelby making
arbitrarybias adjusunents.
2.6 High Resolution Acceleration F_ackage
The High Resolution Acceleration Package (HiRAP) con-
sists of a set of three orthogonal, pendulous, gas-damped
accelerometers, each with a resolution of 1 lzgand a measure-
ment range of approximately +80001.tg. HiRAP is designed to
measure h_gh-altitade aerodynamicacceleration on theOrbiter
vehicle dm:'ngatmosphericre-entzy. TheHiRAPis mountedin
a wing box of the cargo bay, such that the orthogonal HiRAP
axesarealigned with the Orbiterbedy axes. Dataarecollected
at 112 Hz, andtwo lowpass filtetsat 20Hzand2 Hz areapplied.
HiRAP absolute acctraey over its twelve flights since 1983,
after in-flight calibration, is in the range 3 to 7 pg.4-t3
During re-enuy, aerodynamic control surfaces used for
Orbiter attitude and control require hydraulic power. This
power is provided bya set of threeauxiliarypower units (APU).
The exhaust gasports forthesepuLsedturbines are located on the
topoftheOrbiter just in frontandto thesidesoftheverticalt il.
The exhaust jets of gas produce accelerations in the Orbiter
negative z-direction.TheseAPUaccelcrationsweremeasured
and recorded by HiRAP.
The APU signals become evident at two times during
Orbiter descent:just before the deorbit bum and just before the
onset of atmospheric drag. The 112 Hz _ data were
averagedover one second intervalsto permitcharacterizafionof
the acceleration changes. A time hislory of this period shows a
shift at the ignition ofthelustAPU, asensorsauu'adonduring
deorbitbum, a second shift at the ignitionoftbe second andthird
APU, and the onset of dominant atmospheric drag.
Around the firstAPUtransition, ameasurementofthcdam
shiftshowsabias of about 151zg.Data fromthe secondand third
APU transitions show a shiR of about 32 lag. It is at thesecond
APU transition region that an in-flightHiRAP calibration is
performed. This 32 lag shift is incorporated in the eah'lxation
aerodynamicsignal. The shifts inthe z-axis acceleration signal
are consistent with the shifts foundinpriorHiRAP missions.
2.7 Space AccelerationMeasurement System .... : "'
The Space Acceleration Measurement System was devel-
oped tomonit_and measure the low-g environmentofMSAD-
sponsoredsciencepayloads on theOrbiter.14.15SAMS consists
of threeremotetriaxialsensorheads, connecting cables,anda
conu_lling data acquisition unit with a digital data recording
system using optical disks with 200 megabyte storage capacity
per side. With crewaccesstochange the disks, the datastorage
capacity is essentially unlimited. On STS-40, three triaxial sets
of SundstrandQA-2000 sensors recordeddataat 25 samples per
second with a 5 Hz lowpass fliter applied (140 dB/decade
rogoff). The SAMS controlelectronicsand datarecording
package was mounted in the Spaeelab in SMIDEX Rack 5;
SAMS wasmanifested tosupporthe SolidSurfaceCombus-
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SAMS, andSSMA data. The SAMS andSSMA datashow
typical excitation of Orbiter and Spacelab structural modes.
The mostcommonof thesemodesin the STS-40dataarethose
at 3.5, 4.7, 5.2, 6.2, aod 7 Hz. The SSMA, recordingdataata
higher samplingrate than other instruments on STS-40,also
measuredthe 17Hz Ku-bandantennaditherandOrbiterstruc-
tural mode. The fact that the 4.7 Hz Spacelab mode was
recorded by the SSMA on the GAS Bridge Assembly leads us
to reevaluate our understandingof how vibrationspropagate
acrossloosely coupledstructures. Furtheranalysis of this
phenomenonis required.
The flight of the sevenaccelerometersystemsdiscussed
heremadeSTS-40thebestinslrumentedlow-g Orbiterflightto
date. Theanalysishasincreasedourknowledge of the typical
accelerationenvironmentof a mannedOrbiter in low-Earth
orbiL Furtherwork,specificallyadditionalfrequencydomain
analysis,comparisonsof thrusterf'ning times with accelerom-
eterdata,andcomparisonsof datafrom accelerometersin the
Spacelab and ontheGasBridgeAssembly, will greatly enhance
our understanding of the propagation of accelerations through-
out and across structuresof the Sp_c.elab and Orbiter.
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